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Printed Glassboards 

 

 

                          PROWITE™ 

PROWITE™ Printed Glassboards 

Magnetic Highest-quality magnetic boards with a safety glass surface. It’s available in many different 

sizes, so if you’re interested in a glassboard with a map, grid/table or whatever contact us and 
we will be glad to help you develop a useful tool for your business that you will use for years 
to come as it never wears off. 

Surface/Produced PROWITE™ Glass magnetic boards are the ultimate in dry-erase writing surfaces as they 

have a highest quality surface for ultra smooth writing and easy cleaning. There is little or no 
ghosting therefore the ultimate for high use and when you want a board that lasts forever!  

Materials These boards are produced using Low iron safety glass with a galvanised steel backing. They 

have a high gloss, dry erase safety glass surface with frame-less polished edges. The boards 

are an exceptionally hard, smooth and durable writing surface finish with a 50 year surface 

guarantee. PROWITE™ glassboards are first when it comes to premium, strength and quality. 

Use PROWITE Glass whiteboards gives an executive image to corporate suites, reception areas, 

board rooms and offices. They’re the ideal choice for high-use situations as the constant 

writing and rubbing will not scratch or wear out the surface. And yes, we can do custom 

designs on glass. 

They work with standard whiteboard markers and clean easily. We also have special 
glassboard dry-erase markers in fluoro colours that write even more vividly. 

Installation  So quick & easy to install. It can be easily installed to existing drywall.   

   Comes with a back fixing kit -put screws into wall and hang on slotted holes. 

Features Include -Printing is on the back of the glass so it can't be damaged                

-Galvanised steel backing             

-High quality safety glass with a 50 year guarantee ultra-smooth writing surface        

-Easy cleaning, leaves no ghosting like most standard whiteboard            

-Fixing kit included - Wall fixing kit, Screw cover caps, Instructions           

-Chrome edge mount wall fixings, magnets & acrylic pen shelf included -except with small 

sizes 

Size Range  We can do custom size boards to fit your wall space and also custom designs on glass. Let 

us know what you're trying to achieve, and we'll give you suggestions of how you could 

make YOUR glass whiteboard look kinda cool - and functional! 
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Stock Standard Glassboards 

Use PROWITE Glass whiteboards gives an executive image to corporate suites, reception areas, 

board rooms and offices. The Monthly Planners are a perpetual calendar, so you can renew 

it every month, as it has 5 weeks from Sunday-Saturday and a notes area. The Weekly 

Planners are a perpetual calendar, so you can renew it every week, as it’s a 7-day planner 

from Monday-Sunday. The Staff Indicator Boards shows hourly return times and has a notes 

space. 

Size Range  Monthly Planner available in black or white magnetic 600x900mm board & has concealed 

fixing. Weekly Planners available in white magnetic 300x600mm board & has concealed 

fixing. Staff Indicator Boards available in white magnetic 450x600mm with 20 name spaces 

& concealed fixing. 

 

Product Care 

Cleaning &  Dry-erase whiteboard markers & the liquid chalk markers can be removed by using a simple 

Erasing  eraser or dry cloth. Permanent markers can be removed using whiteboard cleaner. If you 

   don't use abrasive clears on the surface these boards will last a lifetime. 

Marker Selection  You can use any writing markers like whiteboard markers, permanent markers, neon/chalk 

markers. For the best writing experience, we have a range of recommended markers you can 

use. For more information please contact us. 


